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Campus News

Students Share

G-TECH Celebrates Opening of New Athletic Fields

JWU

Casey Paige
Staff Writer

Behind the scenes at the Larry Friedman International Center for Entrepreneurship, or the TACO building if you've never been inside, students are taking a proactive role in shaping the world around them. These students are using the school's renewal project as a laboratory for entrepreneurial business opportunities. As a part of a regular class, the participants of the Life Force program use 4.5 credits in the TACO building to start and grow their businesses. On Wednesday, April 24, 2013, three young entrepreneurial managers representing a new venture center and new business have been seen throughout the TACO building, discussing their new product idea within a small group of these participants, as well as recent entrepreneurial studies. The representatives presented their idea to create lottery scratch ticket samples geared toward college students who want to pay off student loans, debt or tuition. The meeting's atmosphere was professional yet relaxed and everyone in attendance had the opportunity to give their opinions and ideas.

The G-TECH managers valued each person's feedback as they learned more about their potential customers and benefits.

When the students had saturated the representatives with their feedback, many of them stepped forward to express their own entrepreneurial talents and experiences. Some participating students in the Life Force program presented their concepts in the form of a 60-second pitch. Some students explained their passions and decisions to enter the entrepreneurial business world. This time, the upcoming G-TECH managers shared their feedback and verbal support of the students' ventures. The managers spoke from experience, stressing the importance of internships and getting experience in one's field before graduation. Everyone in the meeting, benefited greatly from listening to their fellow students talk and by contributing to the future of G-TECH.

CRIME LOG

1) Saturday April 13, 2013 at 1:33 a.m. Arrest / McNulty Hall. Student arrested and charged with speeding on campus.

2) Wednesday April 17, 2013 at 10:42 a.m. Cell Phone Snatch & Grab / Pine Street. At Richmond Street and Pine Street. Description: The suspect was described as a black male, approximately 20 years old, 5 feet 8 inches tall, with short hair and a thin build, wearing a light grey T-shirt with light-colored jeans and sneakers. A student reported to Campus Safety & Security that she had her cell phone stolen from her hands while on the Downcity campus. After the theft, the suspect fled away from the campus. No weapons were used and the student was not injured. Providence Police is investigating this incident.

3) Monday April 22, 2013 at 6:00 p.m. Arrest / Off-Campus - Pembroke Ave. Providence. Providence Police reported to CPS a student was arrested on April 20, 2013 of off campus and charged with disorderly conduct.

4) Wednesday, April 24, 2013. Family Emergency Scam Alert. Recently, Rhode Island law enforcement agencies have received an increase of reported "Family Emergency" phone scams. Scammers pose as family members or friends, calling to send messages to urge a victim to wire money immediately. Scammers say they need cash to help with an emergency. Examples of these scams include the following: getting out of jail, paying a hospital bill, motor vehicle accidents or needing to leave a foreign country. Their goal is to trick the victim into sending money before the victim realizes it is a fraudulent scheme. In addition, the scammer usually scam the victim into saying the family member's name and other information.

FRAUD PREVENTION TIPS:

- Resist the urge to act immediately, no matter how familiar the story is.
- Verify the person's identity by asking questions that a stranger could not possibly answer.

Call a phone number for your family member or friend that you know to be genuine.

Check the story out with someone else in the family or circle of friends, even if you have been told to keep it a secret.

Do not wire money—or send a check or money order by overnight delivery or courier.

CRIME PREVENTION TIPS:

- Conceal your valuables and think safety and security first at all times.
- Walk in groups whenever possible and be aware of your surroundings.

Use Silent Witness (www.jwu.edu/providence/safety) to provide anonymous tips or call 401-598-2947 to leave anonymous information.

Follow us on Twitter for upcoming stories and the latest news on campus!

#JWUCampusHerald
When Tragedy Strikes: Government responses to the events of 2012-13

Dan Davila
Staff Writer

With the final accomplishment made, the 2012-13 academic year for Johnson & Wales has been nothing short of great. Though we as a school have done tremendously, there has been an occurrence of tragedies that hit closer to home than usual. During the past year, we witnessed Hurricane Sandy, the Sandy Hook shooting, and the Boston Marathon bombing. All of these events have devastated the East Coast, and the country as a whole. Though in times like these it may seem as though there is no help being given, the U.S. government has responded to these situations with unbelievable urgency and care. Our government has given aid to help resolve and alleviate these issues throughout the year. When we, as a country, needed it most.

On December 14, a category 3 hurricane, Obama was briefed on it by the disaster reaction organization FEMA. After an emergency declaration, Obama immediately signed emergency declarations for the states of New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maryland, as well as D.C., which allowed government aid to go to these states for hurricane preparation. Government aid helped the states receive storm prep materials such as sand bags and window protectors. Also, the coast guard went out into the water to monitor any boats that would be in need of assistance. This helped the states all across the coast prepare for what was the deadliest storm of the 2012 hurricane season.

After it hit, Obama declared major disasters for areas in New Jersey, New York, and West Virginia. This declaration, property owners, business owners and others with disasters declared at federal assistance in the rebuilding of their assets and community. This gave comfort and support to those most affected by this tragic storm.

On December 15, a lone man turned this day into a national day of mourning. The Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting in which 20 school children, 6 teachers and the shooter himself were killed and left the country in shock. Hours after the shooting, Obama gave a televised address saying, “We’re going to have to come together and take meaningful action to prevent more tragedies like this, regardless of the politics.” He then attended the vigil on December 16, giving condolences to the families affected by the shooting.

Within 15 hours after the horrific event, over 400,000 people had signed the “We The People” petition, which the Obama administration set in place to reopen the debate on gun control. This sparked a whole new discussion and brought gun control to the front of the list of controversial topics. On January 16, Obama held a press conference where he spoke to the country about what he intended to do to increase the gun control in U.S. The government’s fast response to this event, as well as the long term goal that has been sparked by it, has reassured many people and the victims of the shooting that the government is there to support them.

The Boston Marathon bombing, still fresh in the mind of every American, was a horrific act of terrorism on our country. This was a trust test on the will of the country and our government. Immediately after these bombings occurred, ambulances, the police, FBI, and National Security were on the scene to assist the wounded and search for evidence on who could have done this. Soon the authorities were on the move, tracking the suspects with information they uncovered. Within a few days, they began the pursuit of their top suspects, the Tsarnaev brothers. Cities throughout Massachusetts were closed down in the vigorous search of the suspects. Only less a week after the bombing occurred, the Police and FBI had killed the eldest brother, Tamerlan, in a life-threatening situation and had caught the younger brother Dzhokhar. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was arrested and charged with using a weapon of mass destruction in the bombings. The quick response by our government gave faith to the American people—91 percent agreed with our handling of the situation (according to FOX news).

This past year has been a trying one for the country. With hurricane Sandy, the Sandy Hook shooting, and the Boston Marathon bombing, our country has been through a lot. Although the tragedies that took place have been difficult for us all, the government has been there to give aid to those affected. These events, though horrible, have put our government to the test and have allowed us to have faith that they will be there when we need it most.

Julia Abbiss
Arts & Entertainment Editor

It was a devastating year, or as President Barack Obama stated, "shameful day for Washington," on Wednesday, April 17 when the Senate rejected the bipartisan proposal for implementing universal background checks. Background checks. A simple, necessary procedure utilized by employers, police officers, lenders, and schools to assist in the identification and character of a person. They’re easy to implement and licensed gun stores are required to ensure that the gun purchasers are mentally stable. So what would this bill have done?

It simply extended background checks to gun shows and online purchases. That’s all. Ninety-nine percent of Americans, Republican and Democrat, seemed to think this was a no-brainer, and the 1% of NRA members. Obama even said, “Its a common sense, so is the law.” So the question is, how in the world was this bill rejected?

"Their [Rep. Rep. Joe Toomey and Dem. Senator Joe Manchin] legislation showed respect for gun owners, and it showed respect for the victims of gun violence. … In fact, even the NRA used to support expanded background checks… But instead of supporting this compromise, the gun lobby and its allies willy-nilly lied about the bill. They claimed that it would create some sort of “big brother” gun registry, even though the bill did the opposite. This legislation, in fact, outlawed any registry. Plain and simple, that’s right there in the text. But that didn’t matter,” said a clearly angered President Obama.

The problem is, ultimately intimidation and cowardice. Fearful that the powerful minority of radical NRA members would affect their future elections, Senators, particularly the pro-gun state, chose to make this issue more about politics than what’s right. What’s more even more disgraceful is the fact that the parents and loved ones of those victimized in the Newtown, Aurora, and Virginia Tech. massacres were present in the Senate gallery during the vote… and yet ninety percent of Republicans still voted to vote no.

President Obama addressed some politician’s reactions to bringing the families to Washington: “I’ve heard folks say that having the families of victims lobby for this legislation was somehow misplaced. “A prop,” somebody called them. “Emotional blackmail,” some outlet said. Are they serious? Do we really think that thousands of families whose lives have been shattered by gun violence don’t have a right to weigh in on this issue? Do we think their emotions, their loss is not relevant to this debate?”

Despite being shot down (pun intended) by the Senate, the President, lobbyists, families, and the American public show no signs of backing down—made clear when the woman who jumped on the Tucson shooter yelled in Shame on you! for all Senators to hear moments after the vote was cast.

Despite my somewhat cynical outlook, I hope that more Senators will step up to the plate, disregard their fear of the NRA, and make the right decision, starting with the most basic, common sense gun reforms.

Agree, disagree, or would just like to comment? We want to hear your thoughts! Like us at facebook.com/thestreetfeed. Megan Dumas, Freshman, International Business

What was your favorite Johnson & Wales hosted event of this academic year?

Amanda Palmer, Senior, Hotel and Lodging Management.

What are your plans for the summer?

I’m going to Australia for my Direct Work Experience and post on our wall, or tweet us at @jwcampusherald.

What is your most favorite course?

I’m going to miss the atmosphere. Just being around other people your age.

- Matt Alexander, Senior, Criminal Justice

A Shameful Day for Washington

President Obama addressed some politician’s reactions to bringing the families to Washington: “I’ve heard folks say that having the families of victims lobby for this legislation was somehow misplaced. “A prop,” somebody called them. “Emotional blackmail,” some outlet said. Are they serious? Do we really think that thousands of families whose lives have been shattered by gun violence don’t have a right to weigh in on this issue? Do we think their emotions, their loss is not relevant to this debate?”

Despite being shot down (pun intended) by the Senate, the President, lobbyists, families, and the American public show no signs of backing down—made clear when the woman who jumped on the Tucson shooter yelled in Shame on you! for all Senators to hear moments after the vote was cast. Safety. Despite my somewhat cynical outlook, I hope that more Senators will step up to the plate, disregard their fear of the NRA, and make the right decision, starting with the most basic, common sense gun reforms.

Agree, disagree, or would just like to comment? We want to hear your thoughts! Like us at facebook.com/thestreetfeed. Megan Dumas, Freshman, International Business

What are your plans for the summer?

I’m going to Australia for my Direct Work Experience and post on our wall, or tweet us at @jwcampusherald.

What is your most favorite course?

I’m going to miss the atmosphere. Just being around other people your age.

- Matt Alexander, Senior, Criminal Justice

What is your most favorite course?

Amanda Palmer, Senior, Hotel and Lodging Management.

What was your favorite Johnson & Wales hosted event of this academic year?

Amanda Palmer, Senior, Hotel and Lodging Management.
**Culinary Arts**

**Gracie’s: A Diamond of Hope and Inspiration**

Napoleonic Moore  
Staff Writer

In Providence we are surrounded by a vast selection of restaurants and cafes; however, rarely do we know what lies behind closed doors. We therefore decided to go behind the doors and do a culinary spotlight on a restaurant established by JHU alum Ellen Gracelainy in 1998. Gracie’s entered the culinary scene establishing itself as a local favorite. Seven years later, in 2006, the restaurant moved to an expanded location downtown in the heart of the theater district located on Washington Street, just steps from the Trinity Repertory Theater. Gracie’s is run by Executive Chef Matthew Varga. Chef Varga is a JHU alum who earned his BA in Food Service Management (FSM). He has over the past seven years continued to focus on Gracie’s core mission.

Chef Varga has also expanded it with various contemporary flavors and plating. Gracie’s mission is simple. Enhance and educate the palate with the freshest ingredients and flavors. Their guest philosophy has a strong focus on surprising and exciting each guest with well-orchestrated service.

During our initial tour we noticed this was the recipient of the AAA Four Diamond Award. It is one of only three restaurants in the state to be selected to earn the award in 2011-2013, and one of only 764 restaurants in the nation to hold the AAA Four Diamond rating. Chef Varga believes that by seeking the freshest ingredients, changing the menu regularly to reflect the flavors found at each of the time of the year, and looking to local farms and purveyors has helped them to continue to achieve success.

During the tour of the kitchen we got to see where all the artistry happens. The kitchen is a mixture of both full-time staff and passionate interns. Chef Varga usually takes in two Interns a trimester to help develop their skills, creativity, and culinary knowledge. When asked if he would like to be a culinary educator someday he said, “I wanted to originally be a teacher as most of my family. However, while training interns and developing my own leadership skills daily, I feel like I’m already an educator in a way. Down in the lower level lies Pastry Land where Gracie’s has its own staff of baking and pastry students whipping up yummy treats. All pastries are made in-house including the bread. The bread is made fresh daily in Ellen’s Bakery located just a small distance from Gracie’s. Ellen’s is also famous for their delicious maccaroons. They also accept baking and pastry interns throughout the year.

One of the highlights of our visit was being shown Gracie’s very own rooftop garden. The garden is home to over 50 different types ranging from fresh herbs to succulent produce. The garden has been a continuous work in progress over the past few years. Chef Varga usually tends to the garden every Monday and has been caring for it these past two years. Gracie’s offers a hard-working and creative atmosphere for all culinary students. For more on Gracie’s, go to www.gracielainy.com. You can also reach out to JHU Career Services to find more info on internships.

**The Grange: An Interview With the Owner**

The Kim Chi Roasted Carrot Dog 
with Korean BBQ Sauce. 
Photo courtesy of The Grange.

Paula Cadman-Mendosa  
Staff Writer

Sitting on a wooden, rustic chair while I sipped a ginger infused sparkling water, a breeze brushed through my hair and I felt rejuvenated on this warm April Day. While eating a sweet potato, grilled corn, and labneh omelet, I had a certain rush to ask, where does this goodness come from? Who invented this delicious, savory plate? I was at The Grange, located at 166 Broadway, Providence, and I needed to find out. The owner, Rob Yaffe, and wife, Uchsi, had the idea to open up a vegan and vegetarian restaurant that includes helping local Rhode Island farmers and producers. Uchsi, says, “Tell me a little about yourself.”

Rob: My grandmother was vegan and a very healthy eater. She did yoga and followed the healthy path. Being the current owner of Garden Grill and Wild Flour Bakery in the East Side, I wanted to continue a vegetarian/vegan friendly restaurant.

2. Paula: What/how made you come up with the idea for The Grange? Does it have anything to do with a farm/farmhouse?

Rob: My inspiration came from my wife, the Midwest and Brooklyn where my daughter lives. Brooklyn has a lot of farms and one thing I tried to incorporate that into the restaurant. I want it to feel homey, a place where someone might stop in for a cup of coffee at any time of the day. I also really wanted to try to improve the comfort food, not necessarily as Federal Hill and Providence has a lot to do with comfort food.

3. Paula: How did you come up with the layout and interior designs for the restaurant? Did your wife help you?

Rob: My wife gave me inspiration, but we also got help from an interior designer, Kyla Coburn, a [long-time] friend of ours. I really like the vintage stores in Brooklyn and its entire rustic, old-fashioned unique style but also incorporating my wife’s German background with the farmhouse feel.

4. Paula: How did you come up with the name The Grange?

Rob: The chefs from our other restaurants, they helped me come up with the name. But it doesn’t mean anything.

Paula: What type of food would you consider your restaurant?

Rob: Plant-based, vegan and/or vegetarian considering that we do not use any meat but can be organic, too. Sometimes I like to use local Rhode Island farmers and use vegetables considering the seasons.

5. Paula: Do you offer any special services (e.g., catering)?

Rob: No, not for now. If it could happen, but for now it’s not considered in our business plan.

**The Duck and Bunny Review**

Adam Bolen  
Staff Writer

In America, we’ve adapted a pretty stressful lifestyle. Between the time we spend trying to balance classes, work, projects, and social life, we all need some time to relax and enjoy life. That’s where you find places like The Duck and Bunny. This small, quiet and cozy restaurant is built into a house on the East Side, and it offers an elegant yet laid-back environment with friendly, approachable staff, and creative French cuisine.

From the minute we stepped foot in The Duck & Bunny, we felt the warmth that emanates from every aspect of the restaurant. Everything about the décor—from the elegant, white cushions lining the walls, to the homely fireplace—gives it a very comfortable vibe, making a perfect place for casual brunch, a delicious meal, or afternoon tea with tea cups and cupcakes. Since it was a Tuesday night, there were plenty of open tables, and we were seated as soon as we walked in. The waitstaff was very welcoming and is thoroughly trained. Our waiter made sure to take our four-person order without writing down a single thing, which shows a thorough knowledge of the menu. When commented on being impressed by remembering an order for five, he told me with pride, "It’s easy when I call you to a table of twelve, with no mistakes.

The chef at The Duck & Bunny manages to match the creativity and comfort of the décor in the menu, which is based on most of my all-time favorite foods: the crêpe. Among our ordered dishes was The Miss Harriet, a crepe with the following: the zucchini, pear and scallion: the crepe, a bowl of crépe-noodles tossed in pomodoro boursin blanc; the roast beef and gorgonzola crepecrieni, a bowl of crépe-noodles with roast beef and a mushroom and gorgonzola cream sauce; the strawberry and grilled pear salad with goat cheese; and the PB&J, a massive toasted sandwich of peanut butter and banana on nearly inch-thick sweet bread. The relished, comfortable nature of the seating and atmosphere makes waiting for food anything but an unenjoyable experience, and after fifteen minutes, our food had arrived.

The Miss Harriet was the first item on my to-taste list. The crépe was thin and fluffy with a slight buttery crispiness on the outside. The pears were sweet and slightly acidic, making a perfect flavor base, and the creaminess of the brie was the perfect way to counter the flavors and prevent the pears from adding too much sweetness. Next, was the crepecrieni, which was a blissfully inventive use of crépe. The boursin blanc was perfectly executed, making a tangy, acidic sauce with enough fat to coat the crépe-noodles well. The crepecrieni with roast beef was another delicious take on the concept of crêpe-noodles, with rich beef, and a creamy, salty gorgonzola and mushroom sauce. One of the most unexpected delights in our order, however, was the PB&J. Expecting a simple sandwich of peanut butter and banana; we were all shocked by the monstrous, sugarcotated, toasty, gooey sandwich that arrived at our table.

Overall, our experience at The Duck & Bunny was absolutely delightful. It’s obvious that the staff puts a lot of thought and passion into making every aspect of the customer experience enjoyable. If you’re searching for a sanctuary from all of the worries and stress of life, then I highly suggest clearing some time off your schedule and making a visit to The Duck & Bunny on Wickenden Street. For a full menu, as well as hours, head to www.theduckandbunny.com.

**Famous dishes:**
Lunch: Po’boy
Dinner: Satin taco

Learn more at providencegrange.com
A Spicy Night at Dancing With the Chefs

Sarah Abbott & Giuliana Baer
Staff Writers

On Friday, April 19, the Latin Ballroom Dance Club held their own version of the prime-time hit called Dancing With The Chefs. Hosts Tyler Pierre and his brother Darel opened up a great show, which was held at Schneider Auditorium. And, though there were some technical difficulties in the beginning, these two brothers proved that they are masters of improv, and kept the audience entertained.

The students involved in Latin Ballroom Dance Club were paired up with various Johnson & Wales chefs who were interested in learning some spicy, Spanish dancing. According to Chef Joseph, one of the chef dancers, practice started in January for Dancing With The Chefs when dancers were paired with the chefs by picking names. Fans crowded the room, the majority of whom were culinary students rooting for a particular chef they've had in the past.

The crowd was laughing and cheering for all student-chef pairs as they started performing. During the entire evening, you could feel the spice in the room coming from the combination of fiery Latin music and some of the saucy dances that were performed. Let's just say, there were definitely some pairs that were reaching the temperature danger zone.

By the end of the night, one pair won the Best All-Around Dancers award, but everyone ended winning in some way. The following are the pairs that performed in Dancing With The Chefs, and the awards they won.

Chef Petine and Tim: Best All-Around Dancers
Chef Joseph and Nicole: Best Dressed
Chef Krawly and Bethany: Most Enthusiastic
Chef Herald and Darlic: Best Choreography

What's Black and White And Trendy All Over?

Micah Caletti
Staff Writer

As Karl Lagerfeld said, “Black and white always looks modern, whatever that word means.” Although he questions whether the word “modern” is appropriate for the fashion industry or not, he certainly knows that black and white always appears fashionable. This contrasting look is quite possibly the most popular trend in accessories at the moment, seen at Balmain, Roger Vivier, manolo Blahnik and many other designer showrooms. More affordable stores like Forever 21, H&M and Zara have also caught on to the trend.

The black and white accessory style can be seen in many ways such as bold stripes, chevron, checkered and plaid, or even the color of stones and embellishments. Essentially, it’s all about your style and how you decide to wear it.

Many online fashion websites suggest wearing black and white accessories with a predominately black and white outfit. However, if you are a color lover, you may choose to spice up the outfit even more with a spot of dusky blue or a poppy red that can be seen on the Pantone fashion color report for spring 2013. These ties with black and white are commonly seen together in outfits because they

Oh The Thinks You Can Think!

Krista Christensen
Culinary Arts / Life & Style Editor

Excited was an understatement to how I was feeling about seeing the JWU Player’s production of Seussical The Musical on Saturday, April 13. Yearly, I’m a bit of a theater nerd. I was heavily involved with the drama club in both middle school and high school. To me, there is nothing like performing onstage or being a part of the technical crew for a production. There is just something about the theater that is unmistakable.

This year, I was involved in a production of Seussical my sophomore year of high school. I fell in love with the show’s characters and musical numbers. Every now and then, I’ll listen to the musical’s soundtrack and it brings back a lot of great memories. Now being a sophomore in college, I couldn’t wait to see one of my favorite musicals brought to life once again.

The plot of Seussical is very creative and whimsical, much like Dr. Seuss himself. It ties together a bunch of Dr. Seuss’ most beloved books including, but not limited to: Horton Hears A Who, How The Grinch Stole Christmas, The Cat in the Hat and Oh, The Things You Can Think! The Cat in the Hat serves as a narrator and tells the story of Horton, an elephant who discovers a speck of dust containing Who’s. Who’s are a society of people living in Whoville, and one citizen a being a girl named Jojo. She is a Who child sent off to a butter battler military school for thinking too many “things.” Horton’s attention to the speck of dust has caused taunting and accusations from the rest of the animals in the Jungle of Nool. Throughout the entire show, Horton must find a way that he isn’t crazy and that the Whos really do exist. We meet other characters along the way, including, the Mayor of Whoville, Mayzie LaBird, and Gertrude McFuzz. These characters lend a helping hand in telling this brilliant story.

I attended Seussical with a friend we had never seen the production before. We both shared in the excitement for the show to begin. As soon as I walked into Schneider Auditorium, I noticed how beautifully decorated it was. The walls on either side of the stage were covered in perfect replicas of Dr. Seuss’ books and it was a very vibrant addition to the set. The set itself was very colorful, yet simple. What I liked most about the set was that it wasn’t distracting. It really allowed me to focus on what was going on onstage, rather than only paying attention to the set.

I thought the show was cast very well. Everyone seemed to fit their characters and most definitely put everything they had into playing their parts. In particular, Lynley Connors was the perfect Cat in the Hat. She had so much energy and you could tell she loved what she was doing. Connor made the audience laugh on several occasions with her funny jokes and impressions.

Felicia Wingle was an adorable Jojo. She really got into her character, and wow, could she sing! I also loved Kevin Flynn as Horton. He acted and sang all of his scenes perfectly and made the audience feel a lot of sympathy for Horton. Overall, the cast really fit well together.

They harmonized during every musical number and danced in step to one another. They also looked like they were having a blast and collectively they had incredible chemistry. The musical numbers were fantastic! They were all full of high energy and enthusiasm. While some of the cast perform made me wish that I was back onstage again. Some of my favorite musical numbers included: Here On Who, The Military, Alone in the Universe, and The One Feather Tail of Gertrude McFuzz. These numbers in particular had great harmonization between the characters and contained some very well-choreographed dance sequences.

Overall, I loved every second of the JWU Player’s production of Seussical. It was entertaining, whimsical, and just a blast to watch. There is so much talent within the JWU Players that shouldn’t go unnoticed. Congratulations to the cast and crew for a job well done! I can’t wait to see more productions in the future.
Learn More About Grad School

Benefits of a master’s degree.
Stand out in a competitive job market • Position yourself for advancement
Greater salary potential during your career

Choose the program that’s right for you.

JUNIORS
Save time and money on your master’s degree!
Through the 4+1 program, you’ll take graduate-level courses during your senior year at no additional cost. After graduation, you’ll continue on to complete your graduate degree in just 12–15 months.

SENIORS
Earn your MBA in just one year!
Through the One-Year MBA, you’ll attend school for 12 months, beginning in June and finishing the following May. Or choose from one of the many other grad programs that JWU offers.

INFORMATION TABLE

4+1 and Graduate Programs

When: Thursday, May 9, 2013
Where: Starbucks, Harborside Campus
Time: 9–11 a.m.

For more information, contact Graduate Admissions:
www.jwu.edu/grad • 401-598-1015
gradschool@admissions.jwu.edu
www.facebook.com/jwugraduateadmissions

Johnson & Wales University admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin, among other categories.
Five Must See Documentaries on Netflix

Colby Fraser
Staff Writer

For those who haven’t joined yet, Netflix Instant is cheap entertainment for most college students. Most devices today, even Blu-ray players, can install a Netflix app that streams movies from their library straight to the television. So whether you have a Netflix account or are about to subscribe, below are five must-see documentaries, in no particular order:

Forks Over Knives

Released in 2011, this documentary links current medical epidemics, like diabetes, obesity and cancer, to animal-based and processed foods. The film claims that these degenerative diseases can be controlled, and in some cases reversed. Anyone in JWU’s nutrition program, or just thinking about changing to a healthier diet, should definitely watch this documentary.

Zeitgeist: Moving Forward

Zeitgeist is German for “the defining spirit or mood of a particular period of history as shown by the ideas and beliefs of the time.” The documentary proposes the need to change the current socioeconomically-oriented paradigm to a more sustainable “Resource-Based Economy”. The director, Peter Joseph, exposes the current paradigm’s wastefulness, corruptness, and inefficiency. Zeitgeist is the most controversial film on this list, but also the biggest eye-opener.

Whore’s Glory

The title says it all. For those uncomfortable seeing the dark side of our society, turn away. The documentary is for those interested in understanding prostitution in three different parts of the world: Thailand, Bangladesh, and Mexico. Each stop explores a different side of prostitution; some prostitutes are forced into prostitution, while others choose it as an occupation. Though depressing, Whore’s Glory gives a powerful message.

Life in a Day

Not all documentaries on Netflix are controversial or sad. Life in a Day asked filmmakers around the world to send in footage of their everyday lives on July 24, 2010. 4,500 hours of footage was sent in and sifted through to create this inspiring documentary. This film creates an experience and is more than a mere documentary. Anyone human should watch this piece of art.

Waiting for Superman

The last on the list sheds light on the failing public school system in America. The documentary follows a handful of kids through the schooling process, and interviews government officials, parents and school teachers about the lack of education these kids are receiving. The finger of blame points to the teachers unions. Though bias in some parts, the film shows the dropout factories that America owns, and convinces citizens to expect more from their education system.
WAHOO

All Proceeds benefit the Special Olympics of RI

3 K run

SUNDAY
MAY 5th 2013

10:00 AM
HARBORSIDE CAMPUS

$5 FOR STUDENTS • $10 FOR FACULTY & STAFF

FIRST 200 TO REGISTER
RECEIVE A FREE T-SHIRT

REGISTER AT
www.jwuprovickets.com

UIB
CAMPUS EVENTS

WAHOO
**Spring Week 2013**

**Beach Bingo**
Monday, April 29
Wildcat Center
8:00 PM

Race your friends and collide in a giant inflatable bubble!

**Found Footage Festival**
Tuesday, April 30
9 PM
Schneider Auditorium

**Spa Day**
Wednesday, May 1
11 AM - 4 PM
Wildcat Lounge

**Criss Cross Collision**
Thursday, May 2
Gaebe Commons
10 AM - 2 PM
Rain location: Delaney Gym

**Movie 43**
Wildcat Lounge
9 PM, Thursday, May 2

**Battle of the Campus**
Friday, May 3
Roger Williams Park's Temple of Music
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Come cheer on teams as they battle to become the 2013 Campus Champion.

**Wahoo Carnival**
Saturday, May 4
Harborside E-lot
2PM-8PM
Free to JWU students with ID, faculty staff and guests $15

**3K Run**
Sunday, May 5
10:00 AM
Harborside Campus
65 for students, 85 for faculty & staff
BLUNDERGRADS

...I DISCOVERED A LOOP-HOLE WHERE I CAN TAKE EASY ONLINE COURSES AND TRANSFER MY CREDITS HERE!

YOU SEE, IF I TAKE OBSCURE SUBJECTS, NOBODY HERE WILL QUESTION THEM. CHECK OUT THIS AGRICULTURE COURSE...

UH, YOU'RE PLAYING FARMVILLE.

AU CONTRAIRE, I'M TAKING A FINAL.

JUMBLED

Unscramble these Jumbles, one letter to each square, to form ordinary words:

- SNUKK
- WREEF
- FUMIN
- RETTUL

He was named Taxidermist of the Year because he——

Now arrange the circled letters to form the surprise answer, as suggested by the above cartoon.

JUMBLE

MOVIES

Unscramble the mixed-up letters, one letter to each square, to spell movie titles.

1. NTISW
2. NDADILA
3. FAFCTR
4. ATOPNOL
5. TMEONME
6. APRMUENS

JUMBLE BRAINBUSTERS

by David L. Hoyt

Box of Clues

Stumped? Maybe you can find a clue below.

- 2000 movie starring Michael Douglas and Benicio Del Toro
- 1968 movie starring Danny DeVito and Arnold Schwarzenegger
- 1977 blockbuster
- 1978 movie about a comic book hero
- 1986 Best Picture
- 1992 movie featuring the voice of Robin Williams
- 2000 Guy Pearce movie

Arrange the circled letters to solve the mystery answer.

Get Your Horoscope

By Mike Avogrio and Jeff Knurek

Get your astrological forecast for the week.

Libra

Work might take up a lot of your time today. Friends or family may join you, and their conversation could help relieve some of the tedium. Getting the tasks done could free up the rest of the day for socializing.

Taurus

Much of your day is likely to be spent in the company of family, close friends, or a current or potential love partner. This should be a very pleasant, stimulating day for you. People you care about and enjoy will surround you.

Sagittarius

Today you might decide to host a social event in your home. Dreams, astrology, or metaphysics could come up. You’re apt to bond closely with these people. At least one of them might be a potential romantic partner who finds you fascinating.

Aquarius

Some unusual dreams could have unexpected side effects. They could spark new ideas for creative projects or possible innovative concepts to advance your career or social life. Your dreams might say a lot about you. Write them down so you can analyze them.

Leo

Discussions with friends or colleagues about possible future business enterprises could find you taking the lead. Your natural meticulousness should serve you well. It will be important to have accurate records to discuss later. Any new project begun now is likely to succeed, especially if writing, speaking, or another form of entertainment is involved.

Virgo

Today everyone will notice how attractive, articulate, and charming you are. This is an excellent time to invite friends over or go out with them. In the course of your conversations, you might become aware of some fascinating and useful information that sparks you on to new interests and possibly new opportunities.
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Fun & Games
GIG: Great Indie Games
Lizz King
Staff Writer

Recent years have seen a rise in video games created by independent developers. These works, often called "Indie" games, can range from simple online puzzle games to the massive world of Minecraft. Although indie horror games have seen a surge in popularity since the beginning of the Steam or GOG craze, it must not be forgotten that some of the best independent games out there are from all different genres. Here are some excellent indie games that cost little to nothing to play, but still provide all the fun of a traditional commercial video game.

Can't Escape: horror/adventure game, developed by Fancy Fish Games, free, online or downloadable. This game's title says it all. The view is first person, and players must navigate their way out of a morose, underground pit that progressively gets darker with each level that one fails. The controls and graphics are old-fashioned, and require players to use the arrow keys to travel in one direction at a time, stopping completely whenever turning is necessary. The low-resolution environment actually adds to the terror, and the story is an excellent job of making players feel hopelessly terrified and lost. There are moments that are jump-scares, but they do not seem to do much harm after an initial jump-scare. Overall, this game is less jolting, and more focused on creating a nightmare-inducing atmosphere that will make players skin crawl.

Katwa: Shoujo romance/simulation/visual novel, developed by Four Leaf Studios, free, downloadable. This game, whose title literally translates to "Cripple Girls," caused major Internet controversy when it was released on the 4chan forum site. Players were shocked when they gave it a try. This visual novel tale follows Hisao Nakai, a young Japanese student diagnosed with autism and ADHD, who is sent to Yamaku High School for disabled children. The story takes multiple directions based on player decisions, and there are five girls who can potentially become your partner. Each girl has a unique disability, but the stories do not focus entirely on their physical setbacks. Instead, they dive into the girls' emotional turmoil, as well as Hisao's.

Google Plans to Take Over The World
Colby Fraser
Staff Writer

Today, people are streaming HD content at home that is more than ever before. The Internet days of sending emails and surfing the web have transformed into downloading music, movies, and playing online games, a list of which includes high-speed Internet. In most homes today, Internet runs on less than 3Mbps download speed, which is considerably slow. Companies neglect making their speeds faster because profit comes primarily from cable as opposed to Internet. Google, however, wishes to change the game by offering 1Gb upload and download speeds that exceed what every customer, which is a hundred times faster than most places with broadband today. Their Internet + TV package includes a full HD television line up. 1Gb upload & download speeds, Nexus 7 tablet, 1 TV box, 1 Network box, and 1TB for Google Drive. Another package offers free Internet at 5Mbps for seven years. What is Google's motive in taking over the Internet? Google wants to gain more revenue by consumers being able to access the Internet faster and more frequently. Cable companies wish to keep the Internet slow because it makes cable look more appealing than the Internet, and cable makes more profit selling Internet due to how little the want to restructure their Internet lines to compete with AT&T. Similar to Google Chromecast, Google's approach is not to take over the market, but to remain competitive. Since the announcement of Google Fiber, AT&T has already announced a counter campaign and is expected to trend with other companies like Time Warner, Comcast, and others. Google Fiber can be found in Kansas City, Missouri and Kansas, and Google Fiber announced plans for competing against Austin, Texas and Provo, Utah later this year.

Google plans to revitalize the Internet, one block at a time. This may mean nothing to some, but for those of us who game, stream videos, or video chat with family across the world, Google Fiber will mean everything. Their speeds allow for HD movies to be downloaded in seconds. YouTube videos will download instantly and buffering will become history. Google is one of the few companies today making big changes to the way we live our lives and we need more companies like them.

Facebook Home Launches With Mediocre Reviews
Ryland Gradnicki
Staff Writer

Facebook Home has already received millions of downloads since its release just ten days ago. Normally this would be good news for the social networking giant, but the app has so far received an average of 2.5 stars from users. There was plenty of hype surrounding the initial announcement in early April, so what went wrong for Zuckerberg?

The biggest complaint about Facebook Home is it is simply too much Facebook. The app works as an overlay for android phones, turning your lock screen, home screen, and almost every other possible screen into a Facebook feed. In it, the way this home essentially turns your phone into Facebook. You don’t even need to do anything more than stare at your lock screen as the pictures and statuses drift by. If you’re someone who constantly checks your phone to add pictures or posts statuses, this app might be just what you’ve been looking for. Most people will probably just find it to be overwhelming.

Oddly enough, the second biggest complaint is that it isn’t enough Facebook. Social media junkies, who were dying to try out Facebook’s newest development, were disappointed upon release. Why would they want to restructure their Facebook experience, but what users got was just newsfeed (or the Home Feed, as it is now called) on every screen.

Facebook Home is only available on a select few Android devices. It will most likely come to other devices in the near future. So far, the general consensus seems to be that Home is a "good start." The app is useful at times, and certainly convenient for browsing newsfeed, but it has too much of a presence for casual users. Facebook Home is a free app, so don’t download it for your Android device today and see what you think.
Pedal to the metal.

Truth is 68% of JWU students think it is important not to drink because they will be driving.
Dare you to be the #JWUnorm

According to the AlcoholEdu 2011 survey, JWU students drink less than perceived.
For more information contact Health Education 401-598-2023